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Abstract
The eciency o terahertz (THz) pulse generation improves at longer driving wavelengths. For
this reason, the use o mid-inrared (MIR) sources is more advantageous compared to visible or
near-inrared systems. In this work, we investigate how single-color and two-color schemes o
MIR pulses with ew-cycle pulse durations compare in producing THz pulses. The results reveal
that as the duration o the driving pulses decreases, the second harmonic generation crystal can
be omitted rom the system. Our numerical study pinpointed three regions where the optimal
pulse parameters are undamentally dierent or the most ecient THz pulse generation. The
rst is the two-color approach, where the two-color scheme is dominant at 3.2 optical cycles and
over. The second is the single-color approach, where the single-color scheme becomes dominant
at 1.7 optical cycles and below. Thereore, it simplies the traditional two-color scheme or THz
pulse generation. There is also a third transitional region where the two-color scheme still
prevails, but the sign o the relative phase between the input pulses becomes important.
Considering the eect o the relative phase and the carrier to envelope phase (CEP) eect on the
THz pulse generation, the results have shown that as the pulse duration become shorter, the role
o the CEP becomes important or ecient THz generation. By measuring the eciency o the
THz generation in this optical arrangement, quantiying the CEP becomes possible, which could
become an important experimental tool or ew-cycle, MIR laser technology.
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1. Introduction

One o the recent trends in scientic laser technology is to
develop ew-cycle, mid-inrared (MIR) laser sources [1–6].
Compared to visible and near-inrared sources, longer car-
rier wavelengths are preerable or secondary source develop-
ment, which based on the ionization or acceleration o charged
particles. The underlying physical phenomenon is that the
ponderomotive potential scales with the square o the car-
rier wavelength o the driving laser pulse, which results in a
higher cut-o or high harmonic generation (HHG) [7] and
more intense terahertz (THz) pulse generation [8–15]. Addi-
tionally, these secondary sources also benet rom the ew-
cycle pulse durations and the control over the carrier to envel-
ope phase (CEP) [1–6]. From the technical standpoint, these
ew-cycle, MIR lasers can also operate at high repetition rates,
which is mainly due to the available pump lasers. The high
repetition rates o these laser sources support HHG and THz
generation by signicantly reducing data accumulation times
or these low-yield processes [16].

Recent studies have demonstrated that the intensity o
THz pulse generation greatly improves with increasing carrier
wavelength o the driving laser pulses [8–15]. These works
are based on the so-called two-color scheme, where the un-
damental and its second harmonic laser pulses simultaneously
ionize and accelerate the ree electrons in a gas medium. As
mentioned earlier, one o the key reasons or more intense
THz pulse generation is the role o the ponderomotive poten-
tial that scales with the square o the carrier wavelength.
Another important benet o the longer wavelength o the
MIR laser pulses is the smaller dierences between the group
and phase velocities o the two-color pulses [9, 11, 12]. The
small dierence between the group velocities ensures better
temporal overlap between the pulses. The challenge at these
wavelengths is to control the relative phase between the pulses
due to small dierences between phase velocities. However,
there are existing solutions in the literature to address this issue
[15, 17]. First, THz pulse generation is highly sensitive to the
asymmetry o the external electric eld, which is associated
with the relative phase o the two-color pulses. When the rel-
ative phase is ±π/2 rad, the acceleration o the ree electrons
becomes the least symmetric and a signicant, nonvanishing
electron current builds up inside the plasma [18, 19], which
is the source o the THz radiation. Second, the asymmetry o
the external electric eld is also associated with the number o
optical cycles in the pulse. As the number o optical cycles
decreases, the potential to produce more asymmetry in the
electric eld increases. The generation o sub-three-cycle laser
pulses is still demanding, but numerous studies have already
demonstrated its easibility [20–25]. The ew-cycle pulse dur-
ation requires hundreds o nm spectral bandwidth in the MIR
spectral region, which is not easy to produce, and the manage-
ment o the spectral phase is also complicated. The two-color
scheme or THz pulse generation is less cumbersome due to
the use o renewable sources such as air. However, the use o
ew-cycle laser pulses as a driving source or THz pulse gener-
ation urther simplies the construction o a THz source. Such
a secondary source eliminates the need or nonlinear crystals

or second harmonic generation (SHG) and or the use o thin
plates or relative phase control. The absence o these optical
elements in the beam path reduces refection and conversion
losses and eliminates the dispersion.

In this present work, we aim to investigate THz pulse gener-
ationwith ew-cycle,MIR laser pulses and compare the single-
color and two-color schemes. The contribution o various pro-
cesses to THz pulse generation is careully considered or both
schemes. The results indicate that there are three important
regions where the optimal laser pulse parameters are unda-
mentally dierent or the generation o the most intense THz
pulses. We also investigate the carrier wavelength dependence
o the boundaries between these newly identied regions. Fur-
thermore, we also investigated the relative phase and the CEP
eect on the THz pulse generation.

2. Numerical model

The ull description o our numerical model was already
presented in our previous study [15]. Thereore, here we only
briefy summarize themain steps with the necessary equations,
which are based on the transient photocurrent model [18, 19].
Here, the driving pulses build up a transverse electron cur-
rent inside the plasma, which radiates an electromagnetic wave
with an angular requency inversely proportional to the dura-
tion o the driving laser pulse [18, 19]. The schematic fow
chart o our numerical model is shown in gure 1.

In brie, our simulation uses the method o slowly vary-
ing amplitude approximation [26] to calculate the second har-
monic (SH):
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where A1 (A2) is the undamental (SH) wave amplitude, de
is hal o the eective value o the nonlinear susceptibil-
ity, ω1 (ω2) is angular requency o the undamental (SH)
beam, k1 (k2) is the wavenumber o the undamental (SH)
beam and nally c is the speed o light. In our research, Z-
cut gallium–selenide (GaSe) selected as a nonlinear medium.
Its reractive index [27] and its eective nonlinear coecient
(d22 = 86 pm V−1) [28] are well known in the correspond-
ing literature. The de can be calculated by d22 × cos(θ),
where θ is the phase matching angle, which can be calculated
by 2 × k1 = k2(θ) or type I phase matching (ooe). In this
case the undamental pulse is ordinary (o) polarized, while
the SH pulse is extraordinary (eo) polarized. Ater solving
the equations (1) and (2) numerically or a small propagation
(∆z), the dispersion o both waves can be calculated by the
ollowing:

A1 (z+∆z) = A1 (z)e
−i2πn1∆z/λ1 , (3)

A2 (z+∆z) = A2 (z)e
−i2πn2∆z/λ2 , (4)
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Figure 1. Schematic fow chart o the steps o our numerical model.

where λ1 (λ2) is the undamental (SH) wavelength and n1 (n2)
is the reractive index o the GaSe at the undamental (SH)
wavelength. The complex amplitude was calculated at each
wavelength, while taking the GaSe’s dispersion into account.
These two steps were repeated through the whole thickness o
the nonlinear crystal. The refection loss on both suraces, the
dispersion and the temporal walk-o between the pulses are
also considered.

In the ollowing step, the ocusing o the beams is calcu-
lated based on the ABCD law [29]. In the ocus, the eld ion-
ization rate (W) is calculated based on the Ammosov–Delone–
Krainov ormula [30, 31]:

W= 1.61ωau
Z2

ne
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e
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− 2

3
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where ωau is the atomic unit o requency (4.1 × 1016 s−1)
and Eau is the atomic unit o eld (5.14 × 109 Vcm−1). E is
the combined electric eld, Z is the residual charge seen by the
ree electrons. The eective quantum number (ne) is dened
by the ollowing:

ne = Z
/√

In/IH
, (6)

where IH is the ionization potential o hydrogen (13.6 eV) and
IN is the ionization potential o nitrogen (15.58 eV) [31]. The

second and higher order ionizations can be neglected in our
case due to the moderate intensity used during the numerical
simulations. The electron density (ne) can be calculated using
equation (5) and the rate equations, which are dened as the
ollowing:

ne = N1, (7)

dN0

dt
=−W1N0 and (8)

dN1

dt
=+W1N0, (9)

where N0 is the density o the unionized nitrogen, N1 is the
density o the singly ionized nitrogen. Once the electrons are
ree at t= t′, they are accelerated by the external electric eld.
The time varying velocity o the electrons can be calculated
by the ollowing:

v(t, t ′) =− e
me

t
ˆ

t ′

E(t)dt, (10)

where e is the charge o a single electron (1.60 × 10−19 C)
and me is the mass o a single electron (9.11× 10−31 kg). The
ree electrons not only oscillate in the external electric eld,
but also drit in the transverse direction. Once both the electron
density (ne) and velocity (v) are known, the transverse electron
current (J) can be calculated as the ollowing:

J(t) =−
ˆ

ev(t, t ′)dne (t
′) . (11)

The Erad is the electric eld is being radiated by the rst time
derivative o the electron current (dJ/dt). Thereore, it is pro-
portional with the THz eld in the low requency regime. In
our research the cut-o requency o the THz spectrum is
chosen to be 8.8 THz, which is a commercially available THz
low pass lter. More broadband THz low pass lters are also
available commercially, but in that case a portion o the un-
damental pulse may also pass through, which would make it
dicult to characterize the THz pulse itsel. Furthermore, pre-
vious studies [32, 33] ound that the photocurrent model are
more accurately describes the THz pulse generation at the low
requency regime (<10 THz).

3. Theoretical arrangement

In our numerical model, the so-called common path scheme
was considered or the combination o the undamental and its
second harmonic pulses, as shown in gure 2. The earlier men-
tioned phase matching condition (type I) or the SHG, means
that the undamental pulse is ordinary (o) polarized, while its
second harmonic is extraordinary (eo) polarized. These per-
pendicular polarizations are unsuitable or ecient THz pulse
generation since the phenomenon is most ecient with par-
allel polarizations [34]. There are two possible solutions to
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Figure 2. Schematic gure o the THz pulse generation with
ew-cycle, MIR laser pulses. The orange, blue and grey colors
indicate the undamental, the second harmonic and the THz pulses,
respectively. HWP—hal-wave plate; OAP—o-axis parabolic
mirror; O—ordinary polarized pulse; EO—extraordinary polarized
pulse.

overcome this inconvenience and optimize the polarizations.
The most straightorward approach would be using dual wave-
plates; however, they are not widely available in theMIR spec-
tral region to the best o the authors’ knowledge. The less
straightorward solution is detuning the phase matching con-
dition during the SHG in the nonlinear crystal to achieve par-
tially overlapping polarizations [35]. In this approach, a minor
portion o the undamental pulse is ordinary (o) polarized,
while the major portion is extraordinary (eo) polarized. The
ormer generates the second harmonic pulse in the nonlinear
crystal, while the latter generates the THz pulse in the ocus
accompanied with the SH pulse, which is also extraordinary
(eo) polarized. Commercially available GaSe nonlinear crys-
tals come with dierent thicknesses; however, we selected the
thinnest commercially available crystal (10 µm) or our sim-
ulations as a source o broadband SH pulse. Thicker crystals
(30, 100 µm and etc) are also commercially available, but they
are not suitable or broadband SH pulse generation. In our
numerical model we considered this latter solution.

To avoid. any absorption during propagation, the whole
beam path was considered to be in dry nitrogen at atmospheric
pressure, with dispersion taken into account based on the gen-
eralized Sellmeier equation [36].

The pulse peak power (2.5GW)was kept at a constant level.
The investigated spectrum ranged rom 2500 to 4000 nm,
which is a typical value or laser systems operating in the MIR
spectral regime, such as the MIR laser system at ELI-ALPS
Research Institute [37], and the other parameters o the simu-
lation also mimic this system. The ull width at hal maximum
beam diameter was 27.5 µm in the ocus and 1.0 mm at the
GaSe crystal. Both the temporal and spatial shapes o the pulse
were chosen to be Gaussian. The calculated intensity and peak

electric eld are 1.5 × 1015 W m−2 and 7.5 × 105 kV m−1 at
the GaSe, respectively.

4. THz pulse generation

One o the aims o our simulation is to reveal the eciency
o THz pulse generation with ew-cycle, MIR laser pulses as a
unction o the pulse duration o the driving laser pulse. Here,
the pulse duration range is varied rom 1.2 to 5.0 optical cycles.
Our work indicates that both the Kerr-eect induced positive
and the plasma-induced negative reractive index changes are
orders o magnitude smaller than the reractive index o nitro-
gen at the power and intensities investigated here. Thereore,
Kerr-eect induced ocusing and plasma induced de-ocusing
are neglected in our numerical simulations. Intensity clamping
is also neglected since it is an equilibrium between Kerr-eect
induced ocusing and plasma induced deocusing.

First, we examined how the variation o the duration and
polarization angle o the undamental pulse aect THz pulse
generation. The examined polarization angles o the pulse
changed rom 0◦ to 50◦, where 0◦ is the purely extraordin-
ary (eo) polarization and 90◦ is the purely ordinary (o)
polarization.

4.1. THz pulse generation with a fundamental pulse at
3200 nm carrier wavelength

Next, we investigated THz pulse generation at 3200 nm car-
rier wavelength o the driving laser pulse, which is a typical
value or laser systems operating in the MIR spectral regime.
Note that one optical cycle corresponds to 10.7 s at this car-
rier wavelength. The results are shown in gure 3 in case o
±π/2 rad relative phase between the undamental and its SH
pulses. For the +π/2 rad relative phase (see gure 3(a)), there
are two regions, where THz pulses can be eciently gen-
erated. The rst is the two-color approach, where the two-
color scheme is more eective. This can be seen in the bot-
tom middle o gure 3(a) (highlighted with a solid white line).
In this case, the maximum THz electric eld is 11.0 kV m−1

at 5.0 optical cycle and 25◦ polarization angle. Interestingly,
the calculation shows that there is a second region where THz
pulse generation is just as ecient as in the two-color scheme.
Here we employ a single color, i.e. only the undamental laser
pulse without SH pulse. This can be seen in the top let o
gure 3(a) (highlighted with a dashed white line). In this case,
the maximum THz electric eld is 7.9 kV m−1 at 1.2 optical
cycles and 0◦ polarization angle. As a reminder, the 0◦ polar-
ization angle indicates that the undamental pulse polarization
is purely extraordinary, hence no SHG occurs in the GaSe
crystal. In this scheme we can eliminate the nonlinear crys-
tal. By this we can terminate refection loss and also avoid the
negative eect o dispersion on THz pulse generation, lead-
ing to urther improvement in eciency. The shit between
the regions is continuous and it appears around 1.7 optical
cycles (18.1 s).

For the −π/2 rad relative phase (see gure 3(b)), there
are also two regions or ecient THz pulse generation. As
discussed above, the two-color approach can be seen in the
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Figure 3. The THz pulse peak power as a unction o the pulse
duration and the polarization angle in case o (a) +π/2 rad and (b)
−π/2 rad relative phase. The central wavelength o the driving laser
pulse is 3200 nm.

bottom middle o gure 3(b) (highlighted with a solid white
line). In this case, the absolute maximum, which is technic-
ally a minimum, THz electric eld is −11.0 kV m−1 at 5.0
optical cycles and 25◦ polarization angle. As one can see, the
sign o the THz electric eld is inverted, when the sign o the
relative phase is inverted. The single-color approach can be
seen in the top let o gure 3(b) (highlighted with a dashed
white line). In this case, the maximum THz electric eld is
7.9 kV m−1 at 1.2 optical cycles and 0◦ polarization angle. As
one can see, the sign o the THz electric eld is not inverted,
since the single-color scheme is independent o the second har-
monic pulse. The shit between the regions is not continuous,
and it occurs around 2.1 optical cycles (22.4 s). In the case o
+π/2 rad relative phase, both the single-color and two-color
schemes generate THz pulses with a positive sign. However,
in the case o−π/2 rad relative phase, the single-color scheme
generates THz pulses with a positive sign, while the two-color
scheme generates THz pulses with a negative sign. Because
o this, in the ormer case the shit is continuous, while in the
latter case it is not.

There is also a third, transition region between the single-
and two-color schemes. The rst is the already discussed
single-color scheme, where single-color THz pulse generation
becomes dominant. This region starts at 1.7 optical cycles
(18.1 s) and below. The second is the already presented two-
color scheme, where two-color THz pulse generation is more

ecient. Furthermore, THz pulse generation is not sensitive
to the sign o the relative phase. The two-color scheme with
−π/2 rad and +π/2 rad relative phase generates THz pulses
with similar absolute peak powers but with an inverted sign.
This starts approximately around 3.2 optical cycles (34.1 s)
and above. The third, transitional region is between the single-
color and two-color regions, where two-color THz pulse gen-
eration is more ecient, but THz pulse generation is sensitive
to the sign o the relative phase. The two-color scheme with
−π/2 rad and +π/2 rad relative phase generates THz pulses
with dierent absolute peak powers.

To better understand the transition between the single-color
and two-color schemes, we explored the temporal evolution
o the process through the steps o the numerical simulations.
In this more detailed investigation, we selected a simulation
where the central wavelength is 3200 nm and the pulse dur-
ation corresponds to 2.0 optical cycles (21.3 s). The results
are shown in gure 4. The blue lines indicate the single-color
scheme at 0◦ polarization angle. The orange lines indicate the
two-color scheme at 25◦ polarization angle in case o+π/2 rad
relative phase, hereinater positive two-color. The red lines
indicate the two-color scheme at 25◦ polarization angle in case
−π/2 rad relative phase, hereinater negative two-color.

The temporal shapes o the external electric eld in each
case are shown in gure 4(a). It is a little more intense in case
o the single-color scheme, than in both two-color schemes.
This is due to the reduced losses (refection and nonlinear
conversion) o the undamental pulse. The tail o the external
electric elds in both two-color schemes are more asymmetric
compared to the single-color scheme due to the presence o
their associated SH pulse. The orientation o this asymmetry
depends on the relative phase between the undamental and its
SH pulse.

The temporal evolution o electron density in each scenario
is shown in gure 4(b). In case o the single-color scheme, it
is 0.45%, while the electron densities o the positive and neg-
ative two-color schemes are only 0.16% and 0.15%, respect-
ively. These values make up approximately one third o the
single-color scheme, which is a consequence o the slightly
less intense electric eld. Please note that the ionization rate
is an exponential unction o the external electric eld, hence
a minor change in the external electric eld could induces a
major change in the electron density. In every case, ioniza-
tion occurs in three signicant steps. In case o the single-color
and the positive two-color schemes, the second step is the most
prominent, while in case o the negative two-color scheme, the
rst step is the most prominent, as it can be seen in gure 4(b).

The temporal evolution o the electron current in each case
is shown in gure 4(c). In case o the single-color and positive
two-color schemes, strong, positive currents build up because
o the dominant second step during ionization, which over-
laps temporally with the maximum o the external electric
eld. As a result, the rst two steps o the electron current
have dierent intensities and signs, which eventually leads
to the development o a strong positive electron current. The
permanent levels o the electron currents are similar, despite
originate rom dierent external electric elds. The external
electric eld is more intense and less asymmetric in case o the
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Figure 4. Temporal shapes o (a) the external electric eld, (b) the
electron density, (c) the electron current and (d) the THz electric
eld. The blue lines indicate the single-color scheme at 0◦

polarization angle. The orange and red lines indicate the positive
and negative two-color schemes at 25◦ polarization angle,
respectively. The central wavelength is 3200 nm and the pulse
duration is 2.0 optical cycles (21.3 s) in each case.

single-color scheme, while it is less intense, but more asym-
metric in case o the positive two-color scheme. These results
indicate that both properties play important roles in THz pulse

Figure 5. The optimal polarization angle o the undamental pulse
as a unction o duration and the central wavelength in case o
single-color versus positive two-color scheme. The corresponding
THz electric eld is shown in gure 6(a).

generation. In case o the negative two-color scheme, a weak
negative current builds up due to the dominant rst step dur-
ing the ionization. The second step during ionization is less
dominant, but it overlaps temporally with the maximum o the
external electric eld. The rst two steps o electron current
ormation have similar intensities, but dierent signs, which
means that they almost extinguish each other and develop a
weak electron current in the end.

The THz electric elds o each case are shown in
gure 4(d). In the single-color and the positive two-color
schemes, a strong positive THz electric eld builds up rom
the strong, positive electron currents. Since the electron cur-
rents are similar, the THz electric elds built up rom them
are also similar in these two cases. In the negative two-color
scheme, a weak negative THz electric eld builds up rom the
weak, negative electron current.

In conclusion, the most important parameters o the
external electric eld are intensity and asymmetry during the
THz pulse generation. The generation o similar THz pulses is
possible with dierent external electric elds. As ar as intens-
ity is concerned, the single-color scheme is preerred due to the
ewer losses involved (refection and nonlinear conversion).
In terms o asymmetry, it is more advantageous to use the
two-color schemes. However, the asymmetry increases with
decreasing pulse duration in every scheme and as a result, in
the case o ew-cycle pulses, the single-color scheme will be
more ecient as presented earlier.

4.2. THz pulse generation at different carrier wavelengths of
the fundamental pulse

We investigated THz pulse generation rom 2500 nm (one
optical cycle is 8.3 s) to 4000 nm (one optical cycle is 13.3 s)
carrier wavelength o the driving laser pulse, which is a typical
value or laser systems operating in the MIR spectral regime.
These results allow researchers to explore the eects o the
central wavelength and the pulse duration o the driving pulse
on THz pulse generation under realistic conditions. The results
are shown in gures 5 and 6.
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Figure 6. The optimal THz electric eld o the undamental pulse
as a unction o duration and the central wavelength in case o (a)
single-color versus positive two-color scheme and (b) single-color
versus negative two-color scheme.

The optimal polarization angle or single-color vs posit-
ive two-color schemes is shown in gure 5. When the optimal
polarization angle equals 0◦, the single-color scheme is more
ecient than the positive two-color scheme. As a reminder, 0◦

polarization angle means that the undamental pulse polariza-
tion is purely extraordinary, hence no SHG occurs in the GaSe
nonlinear crystal. The shit between the two schemes that is
the upper boundary o the single-color approach, is around 1.9
optical cycles (15.9 s) and 1.6 optical cycles (21.3 s) in case
o 2500 and 4000 nm central wavelengths, respectively. As
shown in gure 5, the boundary o the single-color approach
decreases with increasing central wavelength.

The optimal THz electric eld is shown in gure 6 or the
single-color versus positive two-color schemes (gure 6(a))
and or the single-color versus negative two-color schemes
(gure 6(b)). The lower boundary o the conventional region is
determined by comparing the positive and negative two-color
schemes.When the dierence between the two schemes is less
than 1%, then one can speak o the two-color approach. The
lower boundaries o the two-color approach are around 3.2
optical cycles (26.7 s) and 3.5 optical cycles (46.7 s) in case
o 2500 and 4000 nm central wavelengths, respectively. The
boundary o the two-color approach increases with increasing
central wavelength.

In conclusion, the most important result is that the upper
limit (expressed in optical cycles) o the single-color approach

increases, while the lower limit o the two-color approach
decreases with increasing carrier wavelength. The ormer
eect is likely to be related to the improving condition o the
SHG. As the carrier wavelength increases, the eciency o
the SHG increases too, and the temporal overlap between the
two-color pulses decreases. Both phenomena have a positive
eect on THz pulse generation, which makes it understand-
able, why the increasing carrier wavelength makes it more di-
cult to reach and study the single-color approach. The latter
eect is likely to be related to the increasing ponderomotive
potential, which increases with the carrier wavelength. This
explains why it is easier to reach and study the transient region.

5. The relative phase and the CEP effect on the THz
pulse generation

Another important question is how the relative phase and the
CEP impacts the THz pulse generation with ew-cycle, MIR
pules. The THz pulse generation in the unction o the two
phases shown in gure 7 in case o dierent pulse durations
at a xed polarization angle (20◦). In the case o 3.0 optical
cycle (32.1 s) pulse duration (gure 7(a)), as one can see
that the CEP (X-axis) does not have any visible eect on the
THz pulse generation, however on the other hand the relative
phase (Y-axis) has a signicant eect on the THz pulse gen-
eration. In the case o 2.5 optical cycle (26.8 s) pulse dura-
tion (gure 3(b)), as one can see the importance o the CEP
increase, while the importance o the relative phase decrease
as the durations o the pulse shortens. In the case o 2.0
optical cycle (21.4 s) pulse durations (gure 3(c)), the ormer
changes are even more visible and signicant. These changes
can be easily understood in the light o our previous results.
As the duration o the pulse gets shorter the THz genera-
tions changes rom the double-color scheme to the single-color
scheme. This change is important or two reasons. First, as the
duration o the pulse decrease the necessity o the SH pulse
also decrease, which, or understandable reasons, also reduces
the eect o the relative phase. Second, as the duration o the
pulse increase the number o individual optical cycles increase
and the dierence between them decrease, which, or under-
standable reasons, reduces the impact o the CEP on THz pulse
generation.

For convenience, only the CEP and the pulse durations
eect are graphed on the THz pulse generation as shown in
gure 8(a). As the pulse duration o the driving pulse reduces
meanwhile the signicance o the CEP becomes important.
The sensitivity o the THz pulse generation is dened as
ollows:

S=
THzmax −THzmin

THzmax
. (12)

The value o the sensitivity varies between 0 and 2. The 0 cor-
responds to a case when the THz generation is insensitive to
the investigated parameter. In this case, the THzmax and the
THzmin, have the same sign and value. On the other hand, 2
corresponds to maximum sensitivity o the THz generation
to the investigated parameter. In this case, the THzmax and

7
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Figure 7. The peak electric eld o the THz pulse in the unction o
the carrier to envelope and relative phase in case o (a) 3.0 cycle
(32.1 s), (b) 2.5 cycle (26.8 s) and (c) 2.0 cycle (21.4 s) pulse
duration. The central wavelength o the driving laser pulse is
3200 m and the polarizations angle is 20◦.

the THzmin, have the opposite sign and the same value. In all
other cases, the value o sensitivity is between 0 and 2. The
sensitivity o the carrier to envelope phase are 7.13 × 10−6,
4.52 × 10−4, 2.01 × 10−2 and 7.68 × 10−1 at 5.0, 4.0, 3.0
and 2.0 optical cycles, respectively.

The relative phase and the pulse duration also have an
important contribution to the THz pulse generation as shown
in gure 8(b). As the pulse duration reduces the infuence o
the o the relative phase decreases or THz pulse generation.
The sensitivity o the relative phase are 2.00, 2.00, 1.95 and
1.23 at 5.0, 4.0, 3.0 and 2.0 optical cycles, respectively.

The sensitivity o the CEP (straight line) and the relative
phase (dashed line) in the unction o the pulse duration in
case o dierent polarization angles indicated by dierent col-
ors, shown in gure 9. The switching point is dened, where

Figure 8. The peak electric eld o the THz pulse in the unction o
the pulse duration and (a) the CEP and (b) the relative phase. The
central wavelength o the driving laser pulse is 3200 nm and the
polarization’s angle is 20◦.

Figure 9. The sensitivity o the CEP (solid line) and the relative
phase (dashed line) in the unction o the pulse duration in case o
dierent polarization angles indicated by dierent colors.

the two sensitivities are equal, and it clearly depends on the
polarization angle. The switching point is below 2.3, 2.1, 1.9,
1.7 and 1.6 optical cycles at 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, 25◦ and 30◦ polar-
ization angle, respectively. We think that the reason behind
this phenomenon is the SHG itsel. As the polarization angle
decrease, the generation eciency o the SHG also decrease,
which reduces the relative phase importance, which increases
the position o the switching point. Based on these results, it
becomes possible to develop a CEP measurement technique.

8
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For ew-cycle pulses, the measurement o the pulse duration
and the control o the CEP is paramount interest.

6. Summary

Wehave careully investigated THz pulse generation as a unc-
tion o the pulse duration and polarization angle o the driving
pulse at 3200 nm carrier wavelength. Three dierent regions
have been identied, where the optimal laser pulse paramet-
ers are undamentally dierent or ecient THz pulse gen-
eration. Around 3.2 optical cycles (34.1 s) and above, the
two-color approach is dominant. However, around 1.7 optical
cycles (18.1 s) and below, the single-color approach pre-
vails. There is also a transitional region between the single-
color and the two-color schemes. In this region the two-
color approach is still dominant, but the sign o the relative
phase becomes important. In addition, we have ound that
the lower boundary o the two-color scheme increases, while
the upper boundary o the single-color scheme decreases,
when one increases the central wavelength o the driving
pulse.

We have also examined the CEP and the relative phase
eect on the THz pulse generation as a unction o the
pulse duration and the polarization angle at 3200 nm cent-
ral wavelength. We have ound that the sensitivity o the CEP
becomes important, while the sensitivity o the relative phase
becomes less crucial with decreasing pulse duration. Inter-
estingly, the switching point is somewhat sensitive to the
polarization angle. Specically, when the polarization angle
decrease, the switching point shits to longer values o pulse
durations.

The numerical results presented in this study will provide
important insights or uture experiments where the aim is
to generate more intense THz pulses with ew-cycle, MIR
laser pulses. The single-color scheme has been used pre-
viously to generate THz pulses; but the two-color scheme
has proven to be more ecient in the past. The results
reported in this article and as ew-cycle, MIR laser pulses
become widely available will provide new opportunities in
THz science. In addition, the THz pulses might provide dia-
gnostic inormation about the CEP, an important parameter
or the broader laser community or ecient control o laser
parameters.
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